Unfolding domains in smooth muscle myosin rod.
Gizzard smooth muscle myosin rod, an alpha-helical coiled coil, exhibits two cooperative thermal or denaturant-induced helix unfolding transitions in solutions containing 0.6 M NaCl at neutral pH, when monitored by circular dichroism at 222 nm. The first smaller transition unfolds part of the subfragment 2 (S2) domain, and the main transition unfolds the remaining helix including the light meromyosin (LMM) domain. These unfolding domains were identified by monitoring the fluorescence of acrylodan, an environmentally sensitive fluorescence probe, and the ESR signal of a maleimide spin-label, sensitive to motion, both specifically attached to Cys 43 in the S2 region of the rod sequence. The identities of the domains were verified by studying the unfolding of the S2 and LMM coiled-coil peptides obtained by proteolytic cleavage of spin-labeled and unlabeled rod. The fluorescence of acrylodan-labeled rod indicated that although the S2 intermediate is unfolded, it is not in a random-coil conformation. The unfolded S2 region stabilized the LMM domain against unfolding, possibly by a direct interaction with the LMM region. Such an interaction may be involved in the salt- and phosphorylation-dependent 6S to 10S shift in configuration of the myosin molecule.